Abbreviations
=============

αSN

:   α-synuclein

ANS

:   1-anilino-8-naphthalene sulfonate

CD

:   Circular Dichroism

CID

:   Collision-Induced Dissociation

DTT

:   dithiothreitol

ETD

:   Electron Transfer Dissociation

EOM

:   Ensemble Optimized Method

I(0)

:   Extrapolated forward scattering

IAM

:   iodoacetamide

LB

:   Lewy Bodies

LC-MS

:   Liquid-Chromatography Mass Spectroscopy

D~max~

:   Maximal dimension

PDDF

:   Pair Distance Distribution Function

PD

:   Parkinson\'s Disease

R~g~

:   Radius of Gyration

SAXS

:   Small-Angle X-ray Scattering

SEC

:   Size Exclusion Chromatography

ThT

:   Thioflavin T.

Introduction {#s0001}
============

Neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson\'s (PD), Alzheimer\'s and Huntington\'s diseases are all associated with inclusions of aggregated proteins in the human brain.[@cit0001] PD pathology is characterized by progressive death of primarily dopaminergic neurons in the *substantia nigra pars compacta* in the mid brain[@cit0002] which is associated with the presence of Lewy bodies (LB).[@cit0003] LB are found in connection with PD and a number of related diseases[@cit0003] and its major constituent is fibrillated α-synuclein (αSN). αSN is a 140 amino-acid intrinsically disordered protein[@cit0005] which allegedly is involved in synaptic exocytosis through its role in the formation of SNARE protein complexes.[@cit0007] For yet unknown reasons, αSN is prone to form amyloid fibrils, and recent results suggest that such aggregates spread intercellularly in a prion-like manner.[@cit0010] Although the presence of LB is clearly linked to PD, it is suggested that intermediate pre-fibrillar structural αSN species exert cytotoxicity *in vivo*.[@cit0011] The propensity of *in vivo* LB formation is influenced by a number of genetic factors such as point mutations in the gene encoding αSN or even multiplication of it.[@cit0014] Never the less, idiopathic PD is by far the predominant form of PD,[@cit0002] but the issue of why and how wild-type αSN initiates pathological fibrillation is largely an unsolved mystery despite the immense interest into the subject (for recent reviews, see e.g. Lashuel et al.[@cit0004] and Breydo et al.[@cit0017]). There is currently no cure for PD and pharmacological treatment is yet only symptomatic.[@cit0002] Understanding the triggering factors behind structural alterations of αSN leading to cytotoxic events is hence essential in order to rationalize future drug design strategies.

Numerous studies have shown that αSN is subject to chemical modifications under nitrative and oxidative stress.[@cit0018] These modifications are typically associated with the four tyrosine-residues Y39, Y125, Y133 and Y136. This is particularly interesting in the light of accumulating evidence that the pathogenesis of PD is linked to oxidative stress, mitochondrial dysfunction, and formation of reactive oxygen species.[@cit0022] αSN is an intrinsically disordered protein, which however does not equal an unstructured state.[@cit0028] Several studies address the structural distribution of αSN both *in vitro*[@cit0029] and in cell,[@cit0031] revealing structural sensitivity to both the presence of lipids and detergents[@cit0030] or the presence of metal ions.[@cit0033] Likewise, chemical modification will alter the structural preferences of αSN, and thus influence fibrillation propensity.

The findings from the present study suggest that αSN is more prone to chemical modification than previously assumed. We highlight *in vitro* findings showing that αSN is subject to significant chemical modification by di-tyrosine cross-linking even in the absence of extrinsic oxidative and nitrative agents. Rather, we demonstrate the formation of covalent αSN dimers under mild *in vitro* conditions, and we characterize the particular structural features of the novel dimer primarily by combined size exclusion chromatography (SEC) and Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) analysis. By means of liquid chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry (LC-MS) we identify a covalent cross-link between two Y39 residues. We argue that this observed chemical modification at least in part is responsible for dimer formation and that such dimerization very likely relates to the loss of native function and possibly also relates to altered propensity for formation of cytotoxic aggregates.

Results {#s0002}
=======

The purification protocol for recombinant αSN employed in this publication is an optimized protocol,[@cit0034] widely used in the field.[@cit0036] Recombinant αSN is exported to the periplasm of the expressing bacterial cells and it is hence possible to explore release by osmotic shock, which results in reduced amounts of impurities as compared to full cell lysis.[@cit0034] Concomitant purification steps including boiling, ion-exchange chromatography and SEC are commonly used to obtain high yields of pure αSN.[@cit0034] Of these steps, SEC is critical to obtain high purity of the crude product, but it is not in itself considered to be a possible cause of any structural artifacts. In [**Figure 1A**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"} we present the chromatographic traces (UV~280nm~) of αSN eluting from the SEC-column. Due to the unfolded nature of αSN, the protein elutes in a much larger elution volume than a corresponding folded protein of the same molecular mass.[@cit0004] Importantly, the injected net amount of protein (resulting in protein batches αSN type0--3) has a clear impact on the shape of the elution peak containing αSN, indicated by the arrow in [**Figure 1A**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}. We immediately note that the species that is formed during the last purification step, is not formed during any of the prior purification steps (such as e.g.e.g., the boiling step) since type0 is seemingly devoid of the species. The eluting fractions were pooled, dialyzed, lyophilized and re-dissolved (in accordance with the standard purification protocol) prior to all subsequent analyses. Figure 1.Initial characterization of the αSN batches after variation in the purification procedure. (**A**) The UV~280nm~ trace of the final SEC step of the purification of recombinant αSN. 2 mL eluent from the ion-exchange chromatography were injected on the HiLoad Superdex 200 SEC column in concentrations of 3.5, 5.5 8.0 and 10 mg/ml to obtain αSN type0 (black curve), type1 (red curve), type2 (blue curve) and type3 (green curve), respectively. The arrow indicates the increasing size of the late eluting shoulder (**B**) ANS titration of αSN type1 (red), type2 (blue) and type3 (green) depicting increasing ANS fluorescence intensity.

To assess the nature of the altered αSN species, we used ANS. ANS is a fluorescent dye used to probe protein conformational reorganizations associated with changes in the solvent exposure of hydrophobic regions, to detect and characterize non-polar surface patches of proteins, non-native partially folded conformations of globular proteins and to detect and to monitor the formation of molten globule-like species.[@cit0039] An increase in the fluorescence intensity and a blue-shift on the emission spectrum are usually observed upon binding of ANS to either exposed hydrophobic regions or hydrophobic clusters.[@cit0039]

[**Figure 1B**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"} shows the gradual increase of ANS fluorescent emission after addition to the protein batches. The ANS fluorescence is clearly increasing, meaning that different samples have different affinity with the dye and that the ANS microenvironment is characterized by different properties which result in higher fluorescence signal, in the order type3\>type2\>type1.[@cit0040]

Circular dichroism (CD) did not reveal any difference between type 0--3 samples, with all spectra being typical of random coil ([**Fig. 2**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). The increase in ANS affinity was hence not associated with induction of secondary structural elements. Intrinsic fluorescence, however, revealed a significant difference. The 3D fluorescence spectrum of a type3 batch is shown in [**Figure 2B**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}. The type3 profile has an in part comparable signal to the other samples in the same conditions. The tyrosine signal is clearly observable as the high intensity peak in the emission range 290--350 when excitation wavelength is below 300 nm. Importantly, a significant emission band centered at about 400 nm is observed at excitation wavelengths above 280 nm. This signal corresponds with previous reports of chemically induced *o-o*′-di-tyrosine formation in αSN[@cit0019] The same measurements on type0, type1 and type2 αSN samples reveal the presence of the same peak with type0 exhibiting the weakest signal (not shown). The increase in ANS fluorescence is thus likely due to the transient formation of hydrophobic pockets, associated with the di-tyrosine formation. Increase in ANS fluorescence from evolving fibrillating samples have previously been coupled to increased toxicity.[@cit0040] We therefore tested if type3 samples could disrupt vesicles with higher potency than type0 samples, which, however was not the case (**Fig. S1**). Figure 2.Preliminary biophysical characterization of type0--3 preparations. (**A**) Far-UV CD measurements on readily dissolved αSN type1 (red curve), type2 (blue curve) and type3 (green). (**B**) 3D scan of Intrinsic fluorescence of type3 αSN.

The *in vivo* fibrillation of αSN and the deposition of amyloid fibrils in LB is a central phenomenon related to the pathogenesis of PD. Here, we investigated if the changes induced during SEC influences the *in vitro* fibrillation process of αSN. In [**Figure 3**](#f0003){ref-type="fig"} we present the fibrillation profiles of αSN type0--3, monitored by ThT fluorescence. The fibrillation was performed at identical protein concentrations for all protein batches, and the concentration was chosen above the supercritical concentration.[@cit0037] We observe no significant differences in the ThT-monitored fibrillation kinetics between type0, type1 and type2. However, the fibrillation profile of αSN type3 is clearly altered. Type0, type1 and type2 present the classical sigmoidal profile, which reaches a stable plateau value indicating that an equilibrium state is reached in the sample. The aggregation profile of type3 samples shows significant differences: after a first sigmoidal growth phase within the first 10 hours, a second growth phase is observable which does not reach a plateau value within the observation time reported here. Figure 3.Fibrillation kinetics of 12 mg/ml αSN were monitored using 20 µm ThT as *in situ* probe. Measurements were performed in triplicate of αSN type0 (black curve), type1 (red curve), type2 (blue curve) and type3 (green curve). The averaged curves are shown as full lines and the dotted lines indicate the standard deviation.

To investigate if these two kinetic phases in the fibrillation assay resulted in different fibril structures, the fingerprint of the fibril atomic structure was investigated with X-ray fiber diffraction, which however did not reveal any differences between the most prominent repeating distances in the internal fibril structures (**Figs. S2 and S3**).

To assess the possible structural differences between the protein batches, we subsequently performed SAXS analysis. Primary SAXS analysis was performed on freshly dissolved αSN type0--3 to investigate if the overall dimensions differed in the batches. For each type we evaluated 3 concentrations, and revealed no concentration effects within each type0--3. However, clearly, the overall appearances of the 1-dimensional scattering profiles ([**Fig. 4A**](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}) were differing between the protein batches. We thus evaluated the overall radius of gyration (R~g~) and average molecular mass (proportional to the extrapolated forward scattering, I(0)) ([**Fig. 4B**](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}). For both parameters a stepwise increase is observed in the order type3\>type2\>type1\>type0. This corresponds to a gradual increase in the average oligomeric state in αSN type0--3, which hence suggests that the previously observed formation of a di-tyrosine bond is intermolecular and not intramolecular. The relatively modest increase in average molecular weight suggests that the oligomeric form is a dimer. We observe no concentration dependent effects on the average molecular weight (data not shown), and can conclude that the dimers are covalently formed. This can be concluded since non-covalent oligomerisation is strictly concentration dependent. Figure 4.Basic parameters derived from SAXS show increasing global average dimension of αSN type0--3. The 1D scattering curves (**A**) were analyzed in order to obtain the R~g~ and I(0) (**B**). The R~g~ (filled bars, left axis) and I(0) (empty bars, right axis) of αSN are shown for type0 (black), type1 (red), type2 (blue) and type3 (green).

The 3D structure of an intrinsically disordered protein, such as αSN, is not adequately described by a static structural model. To obtain a more detailed structural interpretation, we employed the program Ensemble Optimization Method (EOM), by which the experimental data are fitted to ensembles of structures from a large pool of possible conformations (**Fig. S4**). One pool describing αSN as a fully flexible monomer was generated as well as 3 different pools of possible αSN dimer constructions (see materials and methods for details), and the EOM analysis was performed, allowing sampling from both monomer and dimer pools. For αSN type1--3, a proportion of dimer structures were selected in the optimization ([**Table 1**](#t0001){ref-type="table"}) and the presence of dimers in the selected ensemble gradually increased with the increasing presence of a shoulder in the SEC profiles (i.e. type3 reflecting the highest dimer content), while the optimized ensemble, which fits the type0 scattering did not include dimer structures. This is fully in accordance with the observed increase in average molecular weight hence the EOM fitting further corroborates our suggestion, that dimers are formed in type1--3. This result from the ensemble fitting is fully complementary to the basic observation of increased molecular weight and increased radius of gyration. We conclude that the SAXS and EOM analysis of the protein batches strongly support the notion of dimerization Table 1.Types of selected structures from EOM after fitting the scattering of native type0--3 with pools consisting of αSN monomers and 3 different dimer pools, respectively, with contact point in either the C-terminal, from Y39 to Y39 or within the NAC-region. Whereas Type0 is solely described by an ensemble composed of monomers, increasing amounts of dimers are selected in the ensemble describing type1--3 No. of selected monomer/dimer structuresPoolsType0Type1Type2Type3Monomer / C-terminal dimer20/0 (X^2^=1.131)17/1 (X^2^=1.046)12/6 (X^2^=0.997)8/6 (X^2^=1.111)Monomer / Y39 dimer22/0 (X^2^=1.148)18/2 (X^2^=1.040)14/10 (X^2^=1.006)7/15 (X^2^=1.106)Monomer / NAC-region dimer18/0 (X^2^=1.117)30/6 (X^2^=1.032)16/6 (X^2^=0.996)11/13 (X^2^=1.090)

To look for a covalent cross-linking in αSN we performed a peptide mapping analysis by LC-MS/MS for αSN type3 and type0, respectively. Sequence coverage of the protein was 69--73% (type3) and 57--64% (type0) with the missing coverage locating in the C-terminal (103--140).

Among the multitude of tryptic peptides, two were identified containing Y39, herein referred to as peptide "*G*" (residue 33--43) and peptide "*F*" (residue 33--45). To investigate the existence of a Y39-Y39 crosslink, the MS data were analyzed for ion masses corresponding to all theoretical combinations of di-tyrosine crosslinks of these two peptides. Ion masses corresponding to *F* + *F* \[(M + 5H)^5+^ (*m/z* 472.463), (M + 4H)^4+^ (*m/z* 590.329), (M + 3H)^3+^ (*m/z* 786.771) at R~t~ = 10 min\] and *F* + *G* \[(M + 4H)^4+^ (*m/z* 533.043), (M + 3H)^3+^ (*m/z* 710.039), (M + 2H)^2+^ (*m/z* 1065.086) at R~t~ = 11 min were found in the MS spectra of both type3 and type0 samples (mass accuracy of less than 9 ppm).

To further confirm these cross-linked peptides, fragmentation of these peptides by electron transfer dissociation (ETD) was performed. Ions with *m/z* 472 and 590 (*F* + *F*) as well as *m/z* 533 and 710 (*F* + *G*) were chosen for fragmentation. [**Figure 5**](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} displays an ETD MS/MS mass spectrum of precursor ion *m/z* 533 in the type3 sample. The most abundant fragment ions can be assigned correspondingly to the cross-linked peptide *F* + *G*. No valuable data were obtained from ETD spectrum of *m/z* 710 as the fragmentation was not efficient for this ion. Furthermore, ETD MS/MS spectra of ions *m/z* 472 and 590 also suggested the existence of *F* + *F* peptide (data not shown). The intensity of identified *F* + *F* (m/z 590) and *F* + *G* (m/z 533) cross-linked peptide ions were higher in type3 than in type0 samples (approx. 2-fold) relative to other peptides from these 2 samples that showed similar ion intensities (data not shown). Despite the absence of a more rigorous quantitative analysis, these results indicate that the amount of αSN dimers in type3 is greater than in type0. The detection of the Y39-Y39 cross-linked peptide firmly establishes the presence of *o-o*′-di-tyrosines in the αSN samples investigated. We note with interest, that the covalent bond is formed in close vicinity of point mutations associated with hereditary early-onset PD[@cit0014]. Figure 5.Full ETD fragmentation spectrum of isolated *F*+*G* peptide including the Y39-Y39 cross-link. The precursor ion is indicated (\[M+4\]^4+^).

In order to investigate the structural nature of the newly identified Y39-Y39 dimer, we employed SEC-SAXS. αSN was up-concentrated before being loaded onto an in-line SEC column.[@cit0041] As with the initial purifications (see [**Fig. 1A**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}), we did not have baseline separation. But we have previously shown that we can isolate individual scattering components using the identification of residual data after linear combinations of data from pure species.[@cit0037] Here we use the same principle for the SEC-SAXS data except that we do not require mass conservation, since protein elutes at varying concentrations over the elution profile (please see materials and methods for details). Two components were necessary to fit the set of experimental data, as evidenced by the large residual scattering profiles from a one-component fitting ([**Fig. 6A**](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 6.Residuals from the decomposition of the SAXS data from the eluting monomer-dimer peak from the SEC column. The first axis depicts elution volumes, the second axis the q-range and the third axis depicts the scattering intensities. (**A**) The residuals from decomposing the data using one component. (**B**) The residuals from the decomposition using both monomer and dimer data. The color scaling is the same in both plots, ranging from blue to yellow, with brighter colors representing higher scattering intensities.

To select the second component, the peaks in the chromatogram were fitted (see materials and methods) using initial estimates of the second species from data curves highly unlikely to contain fractions of the first component, assuming a Gaussian elution profile for each of the two species ([**Fig. 7A**](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}). After applying 2 components in a linear combination throughout the elution profile, the residual scattering was negligible ([**Fig. 6B**](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 7.Data from the SEC-SAXS experiments. (**A**) The UV~280nm~ trace from the concentrated sample injected on the gel-filtration column. The black and orange curves are initial Gaussian estimates of the elution of first and second components, respectively. (**B**) The isolated data curves from the first part of the peak corresponding to an αSN monomer (black), and the data curves from the last eluting fractions corresponding to an αSN dimer (orange). (**C**) The average pair distance distribution functions (PDDF) for the monomer (black) and dimer (orange). (**D**) Results from the EOM analysis: The distributions of maximum dimensions in the selected ensembles for the monomer (black) and dimer (orange) respectively. Error bars are the standard deviations from 12 runs. Please cf. supplementary information for a comparison between the initial random pool and the selected ensemble (**Figs. S6 and S7**). (**E--F**) Results from the EOM analysis of the monomer (**E**) and dimer (**F**) data: Maximum distance plotted as a function of the radius of gyration. The colors represent the 12 different runs and the size of the sphere represent the frequency by which the given D~max~/R~g~ values were selected. Note that far fewer conformations are selected for the dimers, than *ditto* of the monomer, and the dimensions are on average larger.

The scattering profiles for the 2 components are shown in [**Figure 7B**](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}, clearly proving a larger R~g~ and a larger apparent molecular mass compared to the first component (**Fig. S5**), hence in accordance with the previous indications from bulk SAXS measurements. Based on the extrapolated forward scattering I(0), we confirm that the first component is the monomer and estimate that the second is the dimer, in agreement with the MS data (**Fig. S5**). From the Pair Distance Distribution Function (PDDF) ([**Fig. 7C**](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}), it can be seen that the dimers share many similarities with monomers, but that there is a unique dimer feature between roughly 150 Å and 200 Å. Both the monomer and the dimer appear intrinsically disordered in the Kratky plot (data not shown), which means that static representations of their structures are not valid. This is in agreement with results from MS which have shown that dimers formed above pH 4 are unstructured.[@cit0043] The extra feature in the PDDF can therefore not be related to distances between 2 static domains, but describes typical distances between the overall positions of the highly flexible individual protein chains in the dimer. To characterize this dimer further, we used EOM to determine ensembles describing the distribution of R~g~ and maximum distances and thus the nature of the dimer (**Figs. S7 and S8**), this time taking into account the positive identification of Y39-Y39 cross-links, hence sampling only from this specific dimer pool. Likewise, the data corresponding to the monomeric form was analysed analyzed using EOM. The distributions of D~max~ values from the selected ensembles for monomer and dimer data, respectively, are shown in [**Figure 7D**](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}. The selected ensemble for the dimer has a main peak centered at approximately 140 Å but also many conformations resulting in maximal distances in the region between 150 Å and 200 Å. The unique dimer feature in the PDDF hence arises from the fraction of dimers exhibiting more elongated structures. With [**Figure 7E, F**](#f0007){ref-type="fig"} we further visualize the distinct differences between the monomer and Y39-Y39 covalent dimer forms of αSN. We show how the overall distribution of R~g~ values is very different for these 2 populations. Each colour color represents one calculated ensemble, which hence has been fitted to the data in the individual runs in EOM, and the size of each dot represents the frequency of the selected conformation within the calculated ensemble. That is, if a colored dot is large, then one particular conformation is very often selected within a given ensemble. The distribution for the monomer is broad and importantly, many different conformations are selected, as visualized by multiple small dots in each ensemble. This means that the monomer pool, which fits to the data, is best described as an ensemble of near-random conformation. Remarkably, this is not the case for the Y39-Y39 dimer, where consistently just a few conformations can represent the structural ensemble. This thus suggests that the dimeric structure is more defined than the monomeric structure, in accordance with the appearance of a defined hydrophobic region, as revealed by ANS binding.

It is of interest to further investigate these frequently occurring individual structures, representing the Y39-Y39 dimer conformations. In the graphical abstract, we have plotted the spatial superimposition of all selected conformations for both the monomer and dimer αSN. An optimized spatial superposition results in a widely distributed cloud of dimeric structures, with individual structures that are even less alike than the large number of widely distributed random monomeric structures. The exception to this is a small, distinguishable structural core in the vicinity of the dimeric bond. We can hence conclude that the induced dimeric structure consists of a hydrophobic core, with the remaining structure in a limited number of preferred conformations, but that these individual conformations are highly diverse. Notably, this type of structural distribution is not to be mistaken for a random distribution of conformation. Rather, such a diverse, yet defined pool is an interesting structural distribution, significant for IDP structure, and complementary to more statically defined 3-dimensional protein structures.

Discussion {#s0003}
==========

Amyloid disease progression is a multifactorial phenomenon, influenced by factors as different as disease-specific point-mutations, mitochondrial dysfunction, and hampered chaperone-mediated folding control.[@cit0004] In the case of PD, massive dopaminergic neuronal decay plays a significant role in the disease progression, and the formation of LB, which are rich in αSN fibrillar aggregates, is a hallmark of the disease. Even if the presence of LB does not directly correlate with disease progression,[@cit0044] overexpression and certain point mutations lead to earlier and more severe development of PD.[@cit0047] This strongly suggests that αSN somehow plays a central role in the disease pathogenesis and makes the careful study of αSN in its native and aggregated states pivotal for the development of new therapeutic strategies. Here, we reveal the formation of a covalent Y39-Y39 dimer, which influences fibrillation kinetics. It is remarkable that the specific linkage occurs in the vicinity of the positions of early-onset PD point mutations.

Scientific literature is rich in different protocols for the purification of recombinant αSN for *in vitro* studies. The last steps are typically ion-exchange and gel-filtration chromatography, while varying methods are used before these final steps to remove the bulk of protein contamination. Heating is used in some studies,[@cit0036] acid denaturation in others,[@cit0036] and recombinantly added his-tags, binding to immobilized copper or nickel, are also used.[@cit0049] In terms of removing other contaminant proteins, all above methods are highly efficient. But the purity in terms of oligomeric species is just as important. To our knowledge, neither of the above methods is more prone to induce oligomerisation than the other, and indeed we do not observe that the earlier steps in the purification protocol cause significant formation of oligomeric species. Rather, to our surprise, we observe that up-concentration and subsequent gel-filtration can induce covalent Y39-Y39 dimers.

Furthermore, we provide a structural characterization of the covalent dimer. The altered structure leads to increased ANS binding, which indicates protein conformations with higher affinity to the dye. The detailed analysis of the isolated dimer structural ensemble demonstrated that the dimer remains intrinsically disordered, but that the ensemble of conformations is smaller than the monomer, which must be due to the restrictions imposed by the covalent crosslink ([**Fig. 7E, F**](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}). It is hence essential to note that the dimerization induces a structurally more defined state of the otherwise intrinsically disordered protein. In spite of the observation of a more defined structure, CD did not reveal the formation of any secondary structural elements in the dimer, yet the structural change might alter intrinsic function, and modify solution behavior, which would explain the biphasic aggregation kinetics.

Formation of αSN *o-o*′-di-tyrosines has been observed before as a consequence of chemical or mechanical/environmental stress.[@cit0018] The typical method for preparing di-tyrosines has however involved strongly oxidative agents such as hydrogen peroxide, which is distinct from the current observation of a covalent dimer formed under mild experimental conditions. Likewise, the dimer is not formed under stress (such as e.g. the boiling step earlier in the purification procedure), rather the species is formed in response to concentration and subsequent gel filtration. The presence of di-tyrosines has previously and in the present study been confirmed using intrinsic fluorescence, because *o-o*′-di-tyrosines exhibit an emission peak around 400 nm when excited at approximately 290--300 nm.[@cit0052] Oxidation of methionines can also occur when using oxidants, and these oxidized species have been shown to hinder fibrillation.[@cit0055] The exact chemical nature of such species may not be identified by intrinsic fluorescence and we recommend that investigations of oxidation products include MS. Here, by MS we exclusively detect the existence of Y39 cross-linked dimers, in opposition to unselective tyrosine cross-linking, which has been observed when oxidizing reagents are employed.[@cit0018] As a note, the MS/MS analytical coverage is reduced in the C-terminal part of αSN, due to the lack of trypsin cleavage sites, hence potential additional C-terminal cross-links might remain undetected.

While the reported observation of Y39-Y39 αSN dimers has been made under ambient conditions, it does not exclude that the redox process, facilitatin the dimer formation, must have involved the presence of an original αSNY39•, i.e., a free radical. If such a free radical is formed prior to the SEC step, it could result in dimer-formation while passing over the column matrix. We have tested this hypothesis by electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy analysis, but if the free radical is present, prior to loading on the column, it is below detection limit (data not shown). This leads to the suggestion that the αSNY39• free radical is a short-lived species, and that the partial immobilization while passing over the column facilitates the formation of dimers.

In a recent study, Curtain and co-workers analyse analyze the structural distribution of αSN and familial mutants, from gel filtrated samples.[@cit0033] In that study, however, there is no notion of the presence of a bimodal elution profile from the size exclusion column. Although the authors do not allude to the possibility of a mixed pool of monomers and dimers, it is interesting to note that the authors describe a bimodal distribution of structures in the ensembles. The authors suggest that αSN adapts to two distinct monomer pools of compact and extended conformations, which is not in accordance with our current analysis, which reveals that monomeric αSN adapts to a near-random conformation. The results from Curtain et al. would be compatible with our results, if the extended pool represents un-detected dimers. It is not evident from the publication whether this option has been tested in the fitting procedures.

Here, in addition to unequivocally detecting the presence of dimeric structures under mild conditions ([**Fig. 5**](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}), we investigate the structural characteristics of the dimeric structures ([**Fig. 7**](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}). We show that the dimers increased affinity for the hydrophobic ANS probe ([**Fig. 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}) correlates with the generation of a structural state, where a limited structural core is well defined, although not exhibiting secondary structural elements (see graphical abstract). We also show that the dimeric structural ensemble can be described from only a small number of structural conformations ([**Fig. 7F**](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}), which is in stark contrast to the much more widely distributed conformations of the monomeric structure ([**Fig. 7E**](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}). These dimeric structures, interestingly, are structurally distinct, and do not spatially overlap (see graphical abstract). Although still not adhering to a well-defined structure, such defined structures are likely to exhibit modified solution properties and, importantly, altered aggregation profiles in comparison with the much less defined monomeric structure. Indeed we see that the increased occurrence of the dimeric structure results in different aggregation kinetics.

Oxidation of methionines has been shown to inhibit fibrillation.[@cit0055] For *o-o*′-di-tyrosines, both faster kinetics[@cit0020] as well as unchanged aggregation rates, but decreased max fluorescence, have been reported.[@cit0056] Here, we initially observe highly similar kinetics, but the type3 preparation has a biphasic pattern. This could be due to 2 different aggregation pathways taking place with different rates. The fact that the second aggregation pathway is slower, as opposed to the previously reported faster kinetics,[@cit0020] can be explained by the relative lower amount of dimer compared to monomer. Krishnan and co-workercoworkers[@cit0020] worked with fully oxidized samples whereas type3 samples are a mixture of monomer and dimers with the monomer constituting the majority of sample as judged from the SEC-chromatograms and bulk SAXS measurements. We did not observe any significant difference in maximum fluorescence, which is likely due to the lower concentration of the di-tyrosine compared to previous results.[@cit0057] Another explanation could also be that we only observe a specific di-tyrosine in contrast to the different di-tyrosines reported by Borsarelli and co-workers.[@cit0057] In spite of the altered kinetics of amyloid-like fibril formation for αSN type3, the fibril core appears unaltered, as investigated by fibre fiber diffraction.

It is natural to consider the potential role of di-tyrosines in PD, considering their occurrence under mild experimental conditions and their ability to affect the fibrillation rates. Oxidative stress has often been linked to neurodegenerative diseases.[@cit0002] Pennathur et al. reported the presence of *o,o*′-di-tyrosines in brains of PD animal models;[@cit0060] the level of reactive oxygen species were shown to be increased in SH-SY5Y cells overexpressing αSN[@cit0061], and Paxinou et al. showed that increased oxidative stress in the brain triggered αSN aggregation in HEK 293 cells.[@cit0062] It is hence not unreasonable to expect that di-tyrosine linked dimers can occur *in vivo* in the human brain in connection to PD. Oxidized αSN has indeed been detected *ex vivo* in brain slices from diseased patients suffering from dementia with LB[@cit0063] as well as in mouse models where reduction in microglia-derived nitric oxide and superoxide provided substantial neuroprotection[@cit0064]. It is thus relevant to further study the *in vivo* role of the covalent dimer presented in this paper, to investigate the potential role in the pathogenesis of PD and other synucleopathies.

Materials and Methods {#s0004}
=====================

Protein expression and purification {#s0004-0001}
-----------------------------------

Recombinant αSN was expressed in *Escherichia coli* BL21 (DE 3) cell lines transfected with the plasmid vector p-ET11. The expression construct was a kind gift from Bioneer, Hørsholm, Denmark. Recombinant αSN was harvested from the periplasm by resuspending the cell pellets in an osmotic shock buffer (30 mM Tris, 40% sucrose, 2 mM EDTA, pH 7.2).[@cit0034] The lysate was subsequently boiled at 95 °C for a maximum of 15 minutes to precipitate impurities. The buffer was exchanged by dialysis with 20 mM Tris-HCl buffer pH 8.0 before being loaded onto a HiTrap Q FF ion-exchange column (GE Healthcare). Fractions containing αSN were identified with SDS-PAGE. The eluted fractions were divided into four 4 portions that were subsequently up-concentrated using centrifugal filter units (Millipore) to 3.5, 5.5 8.0 and 10 mg/ml respectively. These fractions were injected individually (2 mL per injection) onto a HiLoad Superdex 200 (GE Healthcare) to yield the protein batches αSN Type0-1-2-3 respectively. The collected fractions were dialyzed against MQ-water (Millipore) over-night. The protein was lyophilized and stored at −20°C. Fresh samples were prepared by re-dissolving αSN in 20 mM PBS buffer (150 mM NaCl, 20 mM NaPi, pH 7.4). The concentration was determined by A~280nm~ (ϵ = 5120 M^−1^cm^−1^)[@cit0030] after filtration through 0.20 µm spin filters (Millipore).

Circular dichroism {#s0004-0002}
------------------

Measurement on readily dissolved αSN was performed in the far-UV region on a Jasco J-715 spectropolarimeter equipped with a Jasco PCT 348 WI temperature controller. The temperature was kept constant at 25°C. Measurements were conducted in 0.1 mm quartz cuvettes in the region of 195--250 nm using 2.5 mg/ml αSN samples. Spectra were recorded sequentially with a 1 nm bandwidth and 0.1 nm data pitch. The scan speed was 50 nm/min and the total spectra were collected as an average of 8 accumulations.

Fluorescence measurements {#s0004-0003}
-------------------------

Fluorescence spectra and excitation profiles measurements were carried out on a Jasco FP-8500 spectrofluorimeter equipped with a peltier thermostat (25°C). The measurements were performed in 1 cm quartz cuvettes at protein concentrations of 2.5 mg/ml.

Emission spectra of Anilino-1-naphthalene-sulfonate (Sigma Aldrich) (ANS) were recorded under excitation at 380 nm after thermal equilibration at 25°C. Scan-speed was 100 nm/min and integration time of 1 s, data pitch was 0.5 nm and emission and excitation bandwidth were 5 nm. The emission spectra were recorded once the fluorescence had stabilized after each added aliquot of ANS.

Freshly dissolved αSN was titrated with ANS. The ANS stock was prepared in PBS buffer (ϵ = 5000 M^−1^cm^−1^)[@cit0065]. The protein stocks (2.5 mg/ml) were titrated with aliquots of ANS varying \[ANS\]/\[protein\] molar ratio in the range 0--6. Dilutions on ANS never exceeded 5% of the starting volume.

Intrinsic fluorescence signal of protein samples was measured with excitation and emission bandwidths of 2.5 nm and 5 nm respectively. Scan-speed was 100 nm/min and integration time 1s. 3D fluorescence spectra were obtained in the emission range 270--400 nm scanning the excitation wavelength in the range 265--650 nm with 10 nm step.

Protein fibrillation {#s0004-0004}
--------------------

αSN was fibrillated in 96 well clear bottom plates (NUNC) on a Floustar Optima Platereader (BMG labtech). Fibrillation was performed in triplicates at 12 mg/ml with 20 uM Thioflavin T (ThT) (Sigma Aldrich) as fluorescent marker and a sample volume of 150 µL per well. The assays were conducted using same conditions used in Giehm et al.[@cit0066] including heating (37°C), shaking (orbital shaking, 300 rpm, 2 mm) in cycles of 280 sec followed by 80 sec pause. Each well contained a 3 mm glass bead to increase reproducibility.[@cit0035] ThT fluorescence was employed as an internal clock of the progress of protein amyloid fibrillation.[@cit0067] The emission was recorded at 480±5 nm after excitation at 450±5 nm.

Standard SAXS data collection and primary analysis {#s0004-0005}
--------------------------------------------------

SAXS data from αSN samples were collected at the I911-SAXSbeamline at MAX-lab, Lund, Sweden, with the scattering intensity (I) as a function of the scattering vector (q = 4π*sin*(θ)/λ).[@cit0069] The scattering was detected with a Pilatus 1 M detector in a momentum transfer range of 0.008--0.44 Å^−1^ with 120 sec of exposure. Measurements were performed at 8°C and the samples were oscillated during exposure to avoid radiation damage. The signal was scaled by the intensity of the transmitted beam. The bioXtas software RAW[@cit0070] was applied to transform the data from 2D to 1D by radial averaging. The scattering from an identical PBS buffer was subtracted to obtain the isolated protein scattering. The scattering of protein samples at 3, 7 and 12 mg/ml were measured to ensure that protein-protein interactions did not introduce artifacts at low scattering angles and to check for potential further concentration induced dimerization. The extrapolated forward scattering (I(0)) and radius of gyration (R~g~) were determined using PRIMUS from the ATSAS suite[@cit0071] and as no protein-protein interaction was observed in the given concentration range, the scattering from the 12 mg/ml samples was used in the further analyses. The data were analyzed with EOM[@cit0071] to test if the data could be fitted to an ensemble of structures from a pool of structures resembling natively unfolded protein: The valid Guinier range was used to determine the q~min~ for the EOM analysis (q\*R~g~ ≤ 1.3) and data points above q = 0.3 Å^−1^ were excluded. A pool of 1000 structures resembling an intrinsically disordered protein with the primary structure of αSN was generated using the RANCH procedure within EOM. Equivalently we generated 3 different dimer pools with respective dimer contact points in either the C-terminal (including Y125, Y133 and Y136), the NAC-region (residues 61--95)[@cit0073] or at Y39. Using the genetic algorithm GAJOE, we tested fitting of the experimental scattering data to selected ensembles from individual pools of monomers and dimers as well as combined pools including both monomers and dimers. 1000 generations were completed for each pool with 100 repeats. The maximum ensemble size was restricted to 50 entities.

Mass spectrometry {#s0004-0006}
-----------------

Iodocetamide (IAM) ≥ 99%, dithiothreitol (DTT) ≥ 99.5%, 1,4 dicyanobenzene (98%) and trypsin were of proteomics grade from Sigma Aldrich. All other chemicals or reagents were at least of analytical grade. Tryptic digestion was performed on samples containing 600 pmol of αSN. The protein was denatured by incubation with denaturation buffer \[50 mM ammonium bicarbonate, 6 M GndHCl, pH 8.0\] (60°C, 30 min) followed by reduction with 13.7 mM DTT (60°C, 3 h) and alkylation with 23.3 mM IAM (RT, 30 min). Samples were then diluted with digestion buffer \[50 mM ammonium bicarbonate, pH 8.0\] containing 100 mM CaCl~2~. Trypsin (5 µM) was added to obtain a final amount of 1/20 (trypsin/protein, w/w) in total 200 µL sample solutions. The samples were then incubated overnight at 37°C.

LC-MS was performed using a NanoAQUITY UPLC setup coupled to an ESI Synapt G2 Q-TOF mass spectrometer (Waters). Samples of tryptic digests were loaded onto the UPLC system and trapped and desalted on a C18 trap column (ACQUITY UPLC BEH C18 1.7 µm VanGuard column, Waters) for 3 min at 150 µL/min of mobile phase A (0.23% Formic Acid). Peptides were subsequently eluted across a C18 analytical column (ACQUITY UPLC BEH C18 1.7 µm 1.0 × 100 mm column, Waters) and into the mass spectrometer using a gradient from 8% to 92% of mobile phase B (ACN, 0.23% Formic Acid) at a flow-rate of 40 µL/min.

MS was carried out in positive ion mode, with internal mass-calibration using a reference lock-spray signal of Glu-Fibrinopeptide (Sigma Aldrich). Peptide identification was performed by Data-Dependent Acquisition (DDA) Collision-Induced Dissociation (CID) MS/MS. Mass spectra were acquired over a m/z range of 50--2000. Electron Transfer Dissociation (ETD) MS/MS experiments were performed at optimized conditions (capillary voltage 2.8 kV, desolvation gas flow 800 L/h, cone gas flow 0 L/h, source temperature 90°C, desolvation gas temperature 300°C, sampling cone 20 V, extraction cone 2 V, T-wave Wave height 0.2 V and wave velocity 300 m/sec). ETD reagent (1,4-dicyanobenzene) was introduced into the glow discharge anion source using a flow of nitrogen makeup gas (20 mL/min) over the reagent crystals stored in a seal vial. The radical anions of the ETD reagent were generated via glow discharge using a current of 45 µA. ETD MS/MS data were acquired over 0.5 sec scans. Chromatograms and mass spectra were processed by MassLynx software (Waters, Miliford, USA). PLGS (ProteinLynx Global Server) ver. 3.0 (Waters, Miliford, USA) was used for peptide identification.

SEC-SAXS {#s0004-0007}
--------

Recording of SAXS data during size exclusion gel-filtration chromatography (SEC-SAXS) was carried out at the BioSAXS beamline BM29 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), Grenoble, France.[@cit0041] Samples with an expected high content of the altered αSN species (revealed as a chromatographic shoulder on the main peak) were prepared by dissolving protein from a type3 batch and up-concentrating it to 17 mg/ml. Using the automatic setup,[@cit0041] the sample was injected and SAXS data with exposures of 1 sec/frame was recorded continuously throughout the gel filtration. Standard PBS was used as the elution buffer. The recorded 2D images were radially averaged by the beamline software pipeline.[@cit0041] Data were reduced and analysed analyzed using Matlab 8.4 (The MathWorks IncInc.). Briefly, a data curve representing the buffer component was produced, by averaging several buffer data curves before the peak but after the void volume. The buffer component was then used for background subtraction from data collected while the chromatographic peak eluted. Data from the expected monomeric species were constructed as an average of the initial 9 data-frames, and it was validated by the Guinier approximation that all individual data frames (before averaging) had stable R~g~ values. If assuming that only the monomer was present throughout the elution profile, large systematic trends in the residual scattering curves revealed that one component was not enough to explain the data. A new decomposition was done using the monomer data and an altered species component. The altered species component was isolated in the following way: The elution profile of the second species was initially estimated by a Gaussian decomposition of the UV-trace. Based on this, a region expectedly corresponding to a pure second component was selected. Consistent scattering profiles confirmed the validity of the selected region. A linear combination of these two species throughout the elution profile left negligible residual scattering profiles, and it was concluded that the profile could be explained by two components. Molar mass approximation from the Guinier approximation was also employed. EOM analysis was performed on the Y39-Y39 dimer pool (as described above) and running the genetic algorithm 12 times using the same initial pool. The pair distance distribution function was obtained using GNOM from the ATSAS suite.[@cit0071]
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